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Introduction

The ffstand alone" MotorMaster software consists of a
motor price and performance database, and an energy
conservation analysis report. Designed for utility auditors,
facility managers, and consulting engineers, MotorMaster
can be queried to identify the most efficient motor(s) for a
given application, and to compute the energy and demand
savings associated with selection of the energy efficient
over a standard efficiency model.

You need only specify the synchronous speed, enclosure
type, motor size, and voltage rating to obtain a list,
ranked in order of descending fun load efficiency, of
available premium, high and standard efficiency motors.
The NEMA MG 1 nominal fun load energy efficiency
standard is also indicated. Scanning this list enables the
user to quickly identify the most efficient motor(s) for a

application.

of a standard or energy
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MotorMaster also contains motor change out energy
analysis capability. Energy, demand, donar

L>LlII."'''Jl~='.)Oo and paybacks can be for
pUlrch:ase scenarios including:

otor aster UatB[)SS;e

MotorMaster's comprehensive database contains BJ ......R.A'U'JLLL.III.

ance and price information for over 1- to
National Electrical Manufacturers Association

B electric motors. Information is available from
the 14 manufacturers which account for the bulk of all
motor sales in the United States. The database is
ffvalidated" as motor manufacturers are the

to review information for accuracy and

® In the 1- to .)U(J-nors:epCJWler size range

enclosed fan cooled open
or enclosures

The database's full and load nominal efficiency and
power factor values are obtained in accordance with the
IEEE 112 Method B test--where the motor power output is
~"""o.""'11"II"" measured a when the motor is
.....,BJ'''''A" .............. under load. Since motors vary in

the motors database can be used to a
more efficient and cost effective motor than would other
wise be lbe database also contains the manu-
factures' name, motor fun load

service frame and list
Information is available for motors:

Ke~Wlnd]l!l2 versus replacement of a failed motor, and

@ of an operable oversized and under
loaded motor with a high efficiency unit

MotorMaster is useful in that it exhibits
"intelligent defaults." For instance, the average price and
~CIo1~*"_'l"'..........tlinr.CIo for all standard motors currently
marketed is used as the default "base case" analysis for a

motor size, horsepower, and enclosure class.
Average high efficiency motor performance and list prices
are also displayed. An analysis for a specific energy
efficiency motor purchase is initiated by querying the
motor database to obtain full and part load efficiency
values. Annual operating hours, motor load factor, utility
energy and demand charges, plus rebate magnitude then
are entered. The analyst can thus quickly illustrate cost
effectiveness based upon purchase of industry "average"
or specific standard and high efficiency motors.or
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From a
conservation

efficient motors can be attractive. For instance,
the simple on the incremental investment for the
initial purchase of a energy efficient motor--in the
absence of any utility rebate--can be as rapid as 0.5 years.
In the operable motor change out scenario, where the total
costs of and installing a efficiency replace
ment motor must be borne--a simple payback of 4$0 years
is even with an electrical rate as low as 4 cents
per kWh.

500· .

the levelized nominal motor
costs--given 12-year 8 percent

tm~mcm2--aJre 3.4 and 27$6 mills per kWh for the initial
DUlrch;ase and motor replacement scenarios, respectively.

mill is one-tenth of one cent) These costs double if
OOieraltlDl2: time is reduced to hours, then double

hours to 13$6 and 110 mills per kWh,
This of cost effectiveness to

oOlersltlDl2: hours is illustrated in 2.

Electric motors in the 5-horsepower and larger size range
are estimated to use over half of aU electricity consumed
in the U"$S. (Nadel et al 1991). Identifying candidates for
retrofit with energy efficient motors and encouraging the

and use of models in new

ue~oe]nd]lD2 on motor efficiency, operating hours,
load factor, electrical energy and demand charges, and
DUlrch;ase scenario, energy efficient motors can be wonder-

cost effective or woefully expensive investments.
MotorMaster enables users to maximize energy and
demand savings by quickly identifying the most efficient
units available and by application specific cost
effectiveness analyses.

HVAC
energy

ostotor

Maximizing Energy Savings With
otor aster

MotorMaster is to
sponsored motor rebate programs$ For instance, multiple
utility rebate structures and motor qualifying standards can
be stored within MotorMaster. When a utility service area
is identified, that utility's actual rebate for a given motor
size is autolnatically entered as an economic analysis
default The utility's qualifying efficiency standard is also
indicated in the database MotorMaster is also
designed such that utility specific rebate applications can
be The application contents include the motor

class, and purchase price, annual energy
and demand savings, and r~bate entitlement. This feature
is especially attractive when motor distributors market
rebate programs on behalf of utilities.

Other should
to maximize motor their pur-
chase This lIDnlIDlzes costs and
maximizes conservation MotorMaster is d.e~n211ed

to assist to utnake the choice$ 19 The
MotorMaster database in effect can serve as an "electronic

As many as two to four of additional ~1"1"1,",,1&:.'&n("l"'il

can be obtained--often at little or no
additional a
motor, an energy efficient motor with the best available
ertlcl~en(~v characteristics.

Litman and
additional energy
motors with

The benefits attainable
f"n"'~'2"'Ila"'8"1ll~nft Sh()PDlln~z" are indicated in

This
attainable selection of

characteristics over
energy efficient

can be motors
np.1l"l'n1~n'~'f·U"·~ in their class instead of motors

that the minimum NEMA energy o~1I'"'IIro'llO'lI"'Il"',(T

standard~ The base case for energy ....... Of JUl.A;;;.....

1 is an average standard t.:3oT1"lIrolll&~'A"l("l''1T
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MotorMasters' development was jointly funded by the
Bonneville Power Administration and the u.s.
Department of Energy.
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